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EXHIBITION CONTENT 

 
Lucky Shophouse CHANG Architects 

We restored an old book store to become a residential house and, instead of maximising its built-up area, 

transformed the concrete backyard into a single-story extension and a garden, thus offering breathing 

spaces and green spaces for the family to enjoy. 

 

T House Linghao Architects 

We brought the garden, the sun, rain, and breeze into the house with a partially submerged yet open 

living room, where the occupants of the house can live together, grow plants and enjoy the outdoors 

indoor. 

 

SkyTerrace@Dawson SCDA Architects Pte Ltd 

We designed inter-connected but separate loft units in high-rise public housing to allow young families 

to live close to their elderly parents, whilst retaining the privacy and independence of both parties. 

 

Khoo Teck Puat Hospital CPG Consultants Pte Ltd 

& RMJM Hillier (Design Consultant & Medical Planner) 

We integrated the neighbouring pond into the overall hospital design, and transformed the hospital into 

a waterfront health-promoting park for patients and residents in the vicinity to use for exercise, recreation, 

interaction and recuperation. 

 

 

 

Enabling Village WOHA Architects Pte Ltd 

We adapted a former vocational institute into an inclusive space – integrating education, work, training, 

retail and lifestyle – that connects people with disabilities to residents in nearby housing estates and to 

the wider community. 

 



                                                                                               

 

Library@Orchard Singapore Polytechnic, 
DIA Brand Consultants, 

New Space Architects Pte Ltd 
& National Library Board 

 

We conceived a more engaging public library in a shopping mall, using design-thinking to study the needs 

and interests of library users and the community. 

 

Bishan – Ang Mo Kio Park Ramboll Studio Dreiseitl Pte Ltd 

We turned a storm water canal back into a free- flowing river, which meanders through a park, to bring 

back bio-diversity, and to bring people closer to water and let them interact with it, enjoy it, and cherish 

it. 

 

Southern Ridges Henderson Waves by 
RSP Architects Planners & Engineers Pte Ltd  
in collaboration with IJP Corporation Ltd, UK  

 

Alexandra Arch and Forest Walk by  

LOOK Architects Pte Ltd 

We connected five parks and gardens in the southern part of Singapore by picturesque bridges and 

pathways into a 10-kilometre stretch of green open spaces where visitors can enjoy the best panoramic 

view of the city, harbour and the Southern Islands. 

 

 

The Caterpillar’s Cove Lekker Architects Pte Ltd 

We reimagined a conventional office space into an adaptive open plan for young children to play and 

learn through exploration and self-regulation – a model for other early-childhood learning facilities. 

 

Goodlife! Makan DP Architects Pte Ltd 

Using food as a connector, we converted an empty space below a public housing block into a communal 

kitchen to re-connect stay-alone seniors to the wider community through cooking and dining activities. 

 

i Light Marina Bay  ZARCH Collaboratives Pte Ltd 

To prepare for the growth of the city centre, we have been reclaiming the city’s waterfront since the 

1970s. The Marina Bay district is testament to this national effort and has become a top destination for 



                                                                                               

 

business and recreation where large-scale events, such as i Light Marina Bay Light Art Festival, are held 

– reclaiming the waterfront and its public spaces for the community.  

 

Community Living Rooms Residents of Jurong East & Tampines  

Singapore University of Technology and Design 

National University of Singapore 

Residents of several public housing estates engaged in dialogues with town managers and designers, 

and collaboratively transformed unused corners into community living rooms and open farms for 

everyone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


